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Abstract 

This paper analyses the price and output effects of monetary and fiscal policy in a small open economy 
with perfect capital mobility, flexible exchange rates and alternative wage - setting regimes. In the canonical 
models of Mundell - Fleming monetary policy is effective while fiscal policy is completely ineffective to 
raise domestic output. When real wage resistance prevails, though, the order is reversed. It is shown that 
the effects of monetary and fiscal policy depends not only on the wage regime that prevails, but also on 
the assumptions we make about the form of the demand for money function. 

1. Introduction 

The intellectual debate about the effectiveness of alternative macrostabilisation 
policies has been going on for many decades, but it was only in the 1950s that 
macroeconomic models of a closed economy were widened to embrace fully the 
presence of a foreign trade sector. It was the time that the world was moving from 
exchange controls and trade discrimination to a situation which could be characterised 
by increasing openness. Although international transactions were governed, at that 
time, by a fixed exchange rate regime, the feeling was that the international economy 
was moving towards aa more flexible exchange rate that could reflect the changes 
in the demand and supply in the foreign exchange market and that eventually the world 
financial markets will become highly integrated, both features being very familiar 

* This paper draws on a chapter of my Ph. D thesis at the University of Birmingham. I must thank 
J.L. Ford, Somnath Sen, Mansoob Murshed, David A Peel and Jay H. Levin for numerous valuable 
comments. Financial support by the Bakala Brothers Public Benefit Foundation and the European Free 
Trade Association is gratefully acknowledged. 
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today. In their seminal papers, Mundell (1963) and Fleming (1962) were the first to 
recognize and analyse the different effects that stabilisation policies can have on output 
and exchange rate of a small open economy when perfect capital mobility prevails 
in the world. Their analysis is done within the traditional Keynesian fixed wage - price 
world. Their results are well known today, namely, that fiscal policy is completely 
ineffective in stimulating output due to the complete crowding out generated by the 
appreciation of the exchange rate, while monetary policy is an expansionary policy, 
since an initial decline in the interest rate forces a depreciation of the exchange rate 
and a further increase in output. The Mundell - Fleming results had therefore provided 
the policy prescription for the years to come. However, the recession of 1974-75 
which was attributed to rising oil prices and restrictive fiscal and monetary policies 
in the western economies, has caused concern amongst several economists of how 
appropriate it is to treat wages and prices constant in a world of accelerating inflation. 
It became clear in the mid - seventies that we could no longer abstract from the effects 
that exchange rate movements have on prices. The implications of such considerations 
immediately led to the recognition that such exchange rate movements cause a different 
impact on the decisions of employers and of the workers. The implications of the 
assumption that a divergence can exist in the labour market between the producer's 
real wage and the consumer's real wage were far reaching for assessing the effectiveness 
of fiscal and monetary policy in a small open economy. As Casas (1975), Argy and 
Salop (1979) and Sachs (1980) have shown with alternative models when real wage 
resistance prevails in the labour market we have a complete reversal of the results 
of the two policies. To recapitulate, when domestic workers are assumed to deflate 
their nominal wage with the consumer price index, which is a weighted index of the 
prices of home and foreign goods adjusted by the exchange rate, then fiscal policy 
becomes effective and output and employment will be increased. By contrast monetary 
policy is completely ineffective in stimulating domestic output. A complete reversal 
of the Mundell - Fleming results is then shown. As far as monetary policy is 
concerned, it will affect prices and the exchange rate equiproportionately leaving 
output unchanged. Expansionary fiscal policy can raise output because of the different 
impact which it will have on the real product wage and the real consumer wage. It 
is possible that with the exchange rate effect on prices taken into consederation, the 
consumer price index remains unaltered, while the real product wage falls and 
therefore output rises. It becomes obvious therefore that the type of wage regime can 
help determine the final effectiveness of the various economic policies. 

This paper addresses itself to the central issue of macroeconomic policy in a small 
open economy in the presence of flexible exchange rates and perfect capital mobility 
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once again, and so we will develop our model along similar lines1. The model that 
we utilise extends the standard Mundell - Fleming analysis as well as the subsequent 
results derived by Casas (1975), Argy and Salop (1979) and Sachs (1980) who employ 
models which take fully into consideration supply side implications. We too employ 
a consistent aggregate demand/supply model for our analysis. However, we adopt 
a form for the demand for money function which is more general than the one 
specified in the current literature and which we believe exploits to a great extent the 
"Cambridge k" nature of the Keynesian demand for money function, when the interest 
rate is fixed (here via the interest parity), and such that it always implies that the income 
elasticity of demand for real balances equal unity. Our money market equation is 
such that the demand for real money balances is not homogeneous of degree one in 
the consumer price index, and therefore we take into consideration the impact that 
the consumer price index via exchange rate movements will have on the effectiveness 
of the stabilisation policies. Indeed, the adoption of a more general form for the real 
demand for money than the one which previous models have used is shown to have 
far reaching implications. While our results concerning the effectiveness of monetary 
policy under both real wage resistance and nominal wage rigidity are generally in line 
with those of the standard analysis, we thorougly show that the neutrality of fiscal 
policy implied by the Mundell - Fleming analysis or the expansionary effect of fiscal 
policy implied by Casas (1975), Argy and Salop (1979) and Sachs (1980), are truly 
a subset of a broader set of plausible outcomes. The final outcome crucially depends 
on the value of income elasticity of demand for money, and we show that fiscal policy 
can be contractionary, too. In addition, we stress the importance that the sign of the 
Laursen - Metzler effect has on both the monetary and fiscal multipliers, as has been 
thoroughly discussed by Ford and Sen (1988). 

The organisation of this paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines the important 
behavioural equilibrium conditions of a small open economy which captures the main 
characteristics of most of the western industrialised economies. In Section 3 we solve 
the model for the case of real wage resistance by requiring the simultaneous clearing 
of the markets for domestically produced goods, money and labour, and we then 
discuss the effectiveness of fiscal and monetary policy. Using the same apparatus, 
Section 4 examines the effects of the alternative stabilisation policies when nominal 
wage rigidity prevails in the small open economy. Section 5 summarizes our results. 

1. For an analysis of the effects of commercial and stabilisation policies in the case of a two - country 
model, see J.L. Ford and Georgios P. Kouretas "Co - ordination, Commercial and Stabilisation Policies 
under alternative wage - setting regimes in a two - country model with a flexible exchange rate" in J.L. 
Ford, Current Issues in Open Economy Macroeconomics, (1990), Edward Elgar (Gower Press). 















Table 1 indicates that monetary policy provides unambiguous results. These have 
been indeed expected. Any effort by the Central Bank to raise output and employment 
will be unsuccessful. Thus in a country with RWR monetary policy fails to create 
real effects and we once again are faced with the long — run neutrality of money. The 
expansionary monetary policy will only raise the domestic price level (P) and the 
exchange rate (which according to out definition implies a depreciation) 
equiproportionately leaving , the world terms of trade (the important real variable) 
unaltered. The immediate impact of the change in the money stock will be a decrease 
in the domestic interest rate, below the level of the fixed world interest rate and thus 
there will be capital outflows and this will result in a depreciation of the exchange 
rate. Aggregate demand now rises via increase in exports and import substitution, 
which results in a rise in the interest rate. At the same time, the implied exchange 
rate depreciation (e rises according to our definition) will lead to a rise in the consumer 
price index forcing the domestic workers to demand higher money wage levels, in 
order to maintain their real wage. Consequently, profit maximizing producers reduce 
the level of domestic output to its original level. Eventually, when the new equilibrium 
is reached, all previous variables return to their previous levels. 

The case of monetary expansion in the small open economy can be directly seen 
with the use of the aggregate demand and aggregate supply. Figure 1 illustrates these 
two schedules for the small open economy. The aggregate supply schedule (AS) (given 
by equation (13(a)) relates output solely to the terms of trade. Assuming that 
government expenditures remain constant we can also derive the aggregate demand 
schedule (AD) such that it provides us with the relationship between Υ and σ, for 
given r* (from equation (7)). 

Obviously, a change in the money stock (H) will only affect the AD schedule 
of the small open economy, since its position can be altered by changes in the rate 
of interest. But although r, will be lowered with a rise in H, resulting in a rise in 
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positive effect will come through the fall in the exchange rate which given also the 
fall in the domestic price level will lead to a lower level of the consumer price level 
lowering wage demands of workers, therefore increasing output. 

The position for fiscal policy can be summarized graphically by means of the 
AD and AS schedules. Once again, the position of AD is fixed by the rate of interest 
which equals to the world level. 

As in the case of monetary policy, aggregate supply is fiscally neutral. For a given 
rate of interest the aggregate demand schedule will shift to the north - west with any 
increase in government expenditure. But then the domestic interest will begin to rise, 
because of the excess demand for real balances caused by the increase in income. 
Furthermore, this will initiate capital inflows into the domestic economy resulting 
in an appreciation of the exchange rate will be the main tool through which fiscal 
policy will be also efficacious in increasing the level of output and employment. The 
appreciation of the exchange rate opens up a wedge between the real wage of workers 
and the real wage of the employers, since it affects the consumer price level and the 
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money wage bringing the economy to its new equilibrium position. The exchange rate 
appreciation will make imported goods cheaper and that implies a lower level of cost 
of living for the workers. Since workers care about keeping a target real wage rate, 
w, money wages demanded fall and therefore w is sustained. But that will imply a 
lower cost of production for the employers, since the real wage in terms of domestic 
goods has fallen, and there will be an increase in domestic production. The economy 
eventually reaches its new equilibrium position at point Β where output and 
employment level is higher, the terms of trade have been improved and the interest 
rate has returned to the world interest rate level. The latter is obtained via money 
market clearing afjustments caused by an increase in the real money supply which 
is implied by the exchange rate appreciation (and the subsequent fall in the domestic 
price level). 

4. Nominal wage rigidity 

In this section we analyse the effectiveness of monetary and fiscal policy to raise 
output and employment in a small open economy which faces nominal wage rigidity. 
The model that we utilise is almost identical to the one we used in the previous section, 
apart from the wage equation for which we assume that workers have a degree of 
"money illusion" and they are concerned, in a Keynesian framework, with the level 
of the nominal wage they receive rather than maintaining a target real wage rate. 
Therefore, workers do not concern themselves about the level of the consumer price 
level, when they make decisions about employment, but they negotiate for a certain 
level of money wage. In such a case the relevant aggregate supply schedule is described 
by equation (13b). In contrast to the previous case of real wage resistance hypothesis, 
we observe that while in the former aggregate supply of output solely depends on 
the terms of trade, here we conclude that the supply of output is determined by the 
domestic price level. 

Hence, we once again solve a system of four equations, which are now given 
by (7), (9), (13b) and (15) for the values of the endogenous variables Υ, Ρ, e and σ 
given the values of the exogenous variables, H, G, P* and r* (via the assumption 
of interest parity). 

Total differentiation of the above system of equations and assuming that initial 
values of e, Ρ, Ρ* and σ are equal to unity initially, will provide us with the following 
Jacobian matrix of the complete system. 



We have already pointed out, in the previous section, the importance of the 
specific form of the demand for money function and in consequence the value of the 
income elasticity of demand for money, η, for the derivation of the effects of the 
monetary and fiscal policy. In the analysis which follows this will become more 
evident. Indeed, the sign of |J| is ambiguous because of the presence of η, although 
the stability rules help us to sign it uniquely. The dynamics of the system imply that 
| J | must be negative since there is the balance of payments equation (which we recall 
has been omitted because of the interest parity), so our system is one, effectively, 
of five equations. As always, we have been concerned with the sign of the 
Laursen - Metzler effect which has to be positive, and the Marshall - Lerner condition 
assumes to hold good. 

Table 2 summarises the qualitative results of monetary and fiscal policy in a small 
open economy under the hypothesis of nominal wage rigidity. 

In contrast to the case of RWR, an expansion of the money supply will have 
a positive effect on domestic output, as in the Mundell - Fleming type models, 
although we have included an aggregate supply function. (Similar results have been 
obtained by Casas (1975), Argy and Salop (1979) and Sachs (1980)). Therefore, in 
the presence of nominal wage rigidity monetary policy gains its usual effectiveness 
when nominal wage rigidity prevails. The effect that the increase in money supply 



will have on the domestic price level and the ecxhange will be such that an increase 
in output can be sustained in the new equilibrium. The monetary expansion will cause, 
usually, an increase in the domestic price level which will then, through the loss of 
competitiveness, reinforce an exchange rate depreciation. But, in contrast with the 
case of RWR monetary expansion it does not increase the price level and the exchange 
rate by the same percentage, but the exchange rate now depreciates more which results 
in an increase in the demand for domestic output, while on the other hand the price 
level increases with the money wage rigid at a specific level; the real wage for the 
employers falls and the production of output rises. In the final equilibrium σ will 
increase (deteriorate) by a size equal to the difference between the exchange rate 
depreciation and the rise in the domestic price level. 

The case of monetary expansion in a small open economy, under NWR can be 
readily seen with the use of an expanded IS - LM apparatus. In Figure 3, the IS and 
LM schedules represent as always the equilibrium in the goods and money market 
respectively for given pairs of r and Y. In addition, the horizontal line at the fixed 
rate of interest explains the interest parity equation. Finally, we add the aggregate 
supply schedule which is shown to be vertical at a given level of output since the supply 
of output is independent of the rate of interest. 

With the increase in the money supply the LM0 schedule moves righwards to 
reflect the increase in real money balances. The interest rate begins to fall, which 
increase the demand for real money balances and this will lead to a rise in demand 
for output, and the IS0 schedule begins to move rightwards as well. The economy, 
at the moment, is at point Π2 where r<r*. This point, though, cannot be sustained 
under interest parity. At Π2 we observe capital outflows which force the exchange 
rate to depreciate increasing the demand for domestic goods even more: and that 
capital outflows and the exchange rate depreciation will continue until r = r*. 

2 



In the case of a fiscal expansion in the small open economy the results are not 
clear-cut, in contrast to the classic Mundell - Fleming results of complete fiscal' 
ineffectiveness (Sachs (1980) also shows this impotency) or the expansionary effect 
that is shown by Casas (1975) as well as Argy and Salop (1979). Indeed, as it becomes 
obvious from the fiscal multipliers on output, the price level and the exchange rate 
(Appendix A) the final outcome of the increase in the level of the government 
expenditures crucially depends on the value of η which further stresses the fact that 
the specific form of the demand for money function plays a central role in the 
economy. This implies a differential impact of the increase of government expenditures 
on the money market and through that on the domestic price level, the interest rate 
and the exchange rate. 
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5. Conclusions 

We have developed and analysed in this paper a one country model for a small 
open economy with a flexible exchange rate, perfect capital mobility and alternative 
wage regimes. After the formal derivation of the model we move on to the analysis 
of monetary and fiscal policies and their effectiveness on output, employment as well 
as on prices. Although we used a pseudo - dynamic model with the above features, 
we were able to provide a set of results for both cases which describe quite extensively 
the final outcome of alternative policies. 

In the case where workers are aware of changes in the consumer price index and 
therefore "full indexation" prevails in the economy, workers are always keen to keep 
a target real wage fixed. In this situation, monetary policy was proved to be completely 
neutral and unable to cause any real effect in the economy. It raises the domestic 
price and the exchange rate one-for-one and nothing else. By contrast, a fiscal 
expansion was shown to be an effective policy since the exchange rate appreciates 
strongly creating changes in the consumer price level, and through that in the supply 
side of the economy. A lower cost - of - living makes workers lower their money wage 
demands and therefore production of domestic output increases; while the domestic 
price level falls below its long-run trend. These results are quite in line with the 
findings of other contributors such as of those by Casas (1975), Argy and Salop (1979), 
and Sachs (1980). 

It was also made clear that the value of the income elasticity, η, is important 
in determining the effects of fiscal policy on output and prices under the hypothesis 
of real wage resistance. 

When nominal wage rigidity prevails in the economy then monetary policy 
becomes an effective policy and output increases with a monetary expansion, while 
prices grow (and therefore real wages fall, so increasing production) and the exchange 
rate depreciates enough to increase the demand for output. Fiscal policy, however, 
can be either expansionary or contractionary. The value of the income elasticity of 
demand for money, η, is crucial now. That further implies that the assumptions we 
make about the demand for money function can affect the results. If η < 1 fiscal policy 
will be expansionary, while if η > 1 fiscal policy will be contractionary. Again this 
result is very much in contrast to conventional findings. Since earlier works have 
exploited the use of the Keynesian type demand for money Μ = yL(r) and therefore 
η = 1, fiscal policy can be ineffective. Using our model and η = 1 we can show that 
this is true. Casas (1975), and Argy and Salop (1979), show that fiscal policy is 
expansionary, but they fail to recognise that the demand for money function can create 
a contractionary effect. Our findings on the effect of the change in government 
expenditure also contradict their results as well. 
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